06th Ramadhaan 1429
06th September 2008

The Majlis
P.O. Box 3393
Port Elizabeth 6056
South Africa
Our ref: COR 2192/Ebi/mys

Attention: Molvi A.S Desai
Molvi AS Desai,

Assalâmu ‘alaikum

Your distortion of the facts and quoting things out of context is truly amazing.
In our letter of 26/08/08 amongst the issue raised in context of the theme of the letter on
your failure to verify information we pointed out that “you had never bothered to contact
us in our 12 years of existence on a single occasion to verify any item about SANHA.
In fact you beat a hasty retreat when a SANHA Ulama delegation called at your home
in Port Elizabeth to meet with you.”
The issue at hand was simply to amplify your failure to verify information before hurling
accusations at SANHA over the 12 years of it’s existence. However, in your response of
the 28/08/08 you merely appended your already circulated supplement number one and
then launched into the all too familiar attack on us claiming that the attempted visit was
“a massive shataani lie deliberately fed to you by your imbecile and silly childish
Molvis in Port Elizabeth.”
However, when you snapped out of your amnesia and remembered the visit and public
programs conducted by a SANHA delegation in Port Elizabeth between the 6th and 8th of
May 2005, and the attempt to meet you after Jumu’ah on the 6th, you hastily issued a new
leaflet of “SANHA grovelling”.
In this leaflet you rely on and narrate the responses to carefully orchestrated questions
and cite the responses of the very same Ulama who just three days prior you had
castigated as “your imbecile and silly childish Molvis in Port Elizabeth” as proof of
your story.
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They had rightly answered to your “leading and orchestrated question” that no SANHA
delegation had called on you on the Early Bird/SANHA vilifications, since you cunningly
and totally omitted any reference to our visit to your home in 2005, in context of
verifying information and meeting with us, when Earlybird was not even an issue at the
time.
Another day and another leaflet will come from you, but tread carefully for your slip is
showing.
Wasalaamu’alaikum from your brothers at SANHA who remain in the fold of Islam,
Alhamdulillâh.

for South African National Halaal Authority

__________________________

MY Seedat (Mufti)
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